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* The whole game is in 1 player online coop mode(MS only) * 3 different game modes, Arena,
Survival and Custom * Play against others country or select one random person as your rival *

Players can choose different difficulty from easier or more advanced one * Complete time mission in
the mission mode, highest score is your best score * Improve your fighter's ability by replaying the
story mission * Choose one of the fighter who appear in the story mission * All the enemy ship will
advance in their turn * Customizable Fighter's Inventory and weapon loadout * 24 missions across
the missions, see all the missions (Download) Contact For more information, If you would like to
contact with me, Send email to tsukuro333@gmail.com For more information about the game :

www.IndieGameTiger.com To contact me directly, Send email to tsukuro333@gmail.com For more
information about the game : www.IndieGameTiger.com Contact For more information, If you would
like to contact with me, Send email to tsukuro333@gmail.com For more information about the game
: www.IndieGameTiger.com Summary 3D Plane Fighter is the best battle style in arcade games. This

game is about a plane that fights other plane in a battle field. This games playable for both MS
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Windows and PS4. Features Base Features * Airplane battles with thousands of airplanes * Several
different game modes * A variety of weapons for your own plane * Fully Customizable controls *

Switch between pilot and gunner * Extra missions, missions and campaign * A leaderboard where
you can show your best scores * Various options, including starting position * A variety of visual

effects, including glow, smoke, explosions and fireworks * Full online multiplayer in multiplayer mode
* Nearly perfect controls * Full features for PS4 * Full features for Windows, including keyboard and
mouse * 50 skins available * Expert mode option available * Player level up to level 50 * German,

English, French, Russian, Chinese, Japanese and Spanish game languages * Easy to play for
beginners and professionals * Perfect and beautiful artwork * Support Touch screen * Support 10
players, up to 4 multiplayer via split screen * Online multiplayer mode which you can play in 4

different game modes including battle,

Captain Vs Sky Pirates - Moon Base Features Key:
The complete game

Versatile character-controlled agents that can be controlled all at once.
Loss of lives

Drive to reach goals
Equipment acquisition or destruction (may clash with a rival)

Strategy games can support single-, double- or multiplayer games.In
single-player, you have to play alone.

Single player
linking multiplayer
Profile information

Machine learning:Auto-update card information

We ensure the cards' game skills and level are always consistent.Each card also has additional meta-
information like weight,balance,manufacturer information,features,aim values,etc.

Choose your goal.

Choose between a men's game and a women's game.

Quick access to the most popular games.

Comparing multiple feature cards at one time.

The card-card collision is detected automatically.

Simple UI.
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Insert a picture of your team.

Quickly publish your game.
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